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What makes the Amazon Echo a truly marvelous tool for
people with spinal cord injuries is its ability to integrate with
third-party smart-home solutions. The list of third-party solutions continues to grow daily, but here are a few solutions I've
integrated with the Echo to simplify my daily life.
. Integrating my Echo with Phillips Hue smart lights gives
me the ability to control my kitchen, living room, and master
bedroom lights with simple voice commands. 'Alexa, turn off
the kitchen lights. A1exa, turn on the bedroom lights." I replaced
the vast majority of myhomet standard lights with philips Hue
lights that are controlled by Alexa. My kids tend to leave lights
on wherever they go, but now I can turn everything offwith a
simpie voice command.

the Echo will listen and

try to

answer what-

ever question,

or

do

whatever task is com-

manded next.
The Amazon Echo (left) and Dot (right) can
be used to turn lights off and on as well as
tap into your favorite playlists or answer

trivia questions.

I

can

askAlexa howlong my
commute wili be, what
the weather forecast is,
or what's on my calen-

dar. Alexa's responses
giving me the quickest route to the

are almost instantaneous
office, or advising me to dress warm because the weather forecast
suggests a drop in temperature. Mywife uses Alexa to order pizza
delivered or to call Uber. We use it to set timers, reminders, and to

-

keep track of our grocery list. My kids use it to help

with checking

their math homework by asking, 'Alexa, what is 12 times 12?" The
list of things Alexa can do is simply amazing and grows with each
update. Or if youie looking for a Bluetooth speaker to play your
music library from your tablet or smart phone, Alexa can do that,
too. The sound quality is better than you'd expect.
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THE BUDGET SMART HOME
Nowadays more and more people are using voice,con-

trolled smart home devices to control every aspect of their
home (see above), but what if you don't have one or can't
use one?

Allyou need

is some

duct tape and a power strip.

Tape the power strip down where you can reach it easily,

even if you can't move your arms, you should be able to
set it up somewhere you can use a mouthstick. Then plug
in whatever devices you want to control, and all you have

to do

is

flip the power strip switch. l've used it to control

floor lamps, fans, chargers
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you name it.
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